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Abstract - We simulate the linear and 2D photon echo spectra for the
cyclic dipeptide DABCODO in DMSO. A time dependent, fluctuating,
quartic hamiltonian is constructed by combining Density functional Theory
(DFT) calculations of the isolated molecule with classicalMD simulations.
Unlike the linear absorption lineshapes which are not affected by other so
lute modes, the 2D photon echo spectra are sensitive to these anharmoni
cally coupled modes.

Multidimensional, coherent, vibrational spectroscopy provides
more infonnation than one dimensional linear absorption by spread
ing the infonnation in multiple time, frequency or mixed time-fre
quency domains 1.2.Different structures which appear identical under
linear absorption can show different nonlinear signatures 3. In this
work we examine the effects of intramolecular modes on the line

shapes in linear and nonlinear spectra of the Amide-I stretches of a
cyclic diglycine: diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane-3,6-dione (DABCODO) 4

in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The peak pattern of various third or
der signals of the molecule was studied recently5.

In the first step an optimized DABCODO geometry (Fig. 1a) was
obtained using DFT (B3LYP/6-31g*-!<). This geometry was used as a
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Fig 1. (a) Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane-3,6-dione (DABCODO). (b) Feynman diagrams forthe
2D photon echo signal: kl = -kt + k2 + k3.

starting point for an MD simulation in the polar solvent DMSO using
a classical (CHARMM) force field.

We chose the two C = a and N = H stretches in DABCODO as
primary coordinates (PC). All bond lengths for the solvent molecules
and PC of the solute were held fixed during the simulation. The PC
are treated quantum mechanically as described below.

The average structure from the simulation vyas found to deviate
very slighdy crom the vacuum geometry (0.04 A RMSD). We thus
used the vacuum structure as a reference to perform ab initio calcula
tions, which yielded parameters for the solute potential energy surface
(PES) expanded to quartic order in the PC 5•

A new PES in the solvent was constructed for the solute using an
analytical form (Coulomb plus Lennard-Jones with parameters crom
CHARMM) of the solute-solvent interaction and expanding it
around the PC. Along the MD trajectory, the force constants of the
solute PES were expressed in terms of the reference force constants
and the instantaneous coordinates of solute and solvent atoms. This
time dependence of the force constants leads to a fluctuating Hamil
tonian6, which was expanded in a harmonic basis of the PC. The ma-
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trix elements of the Hamiltonian in this basis gave the fluctuating fi-e
quencies, couplings and anharmonicities. The average Hamiltonian
was then calculated and diagonalized to give the eigemtates of the sys
tem. The fluctuating matrix elements and the transition dipole opera
tor (assumed to be linear in PC) fi-omthe local basis, were transformed
to the eigenstate basis.

This semiclassicalprocedure 7,8,9 treats the solute vibrations of inter
est (PC) quantum mechanically while the remaining degrees of fi-ee
dom of the solute, termed SC (secondary coordinates) as well as the
solvent degrees of freedom are assumed to be classical.Table 1 shows
the lowest six energies for this system used in our simulations.

Table 1. Lowest six eigenstates and their energies. Abbreviations: (gs)-ground; (as)-antisym
metric; (s)-symmetric; (comb)-combination band.

Eigenenergy (em-I)
Transition

0.0

(gs)

1750.7

ca (as)

1759.1

ca (s)

3487.0

2Ca (as)

3488.0

2Ca (comb)

3515.2

2Ca (s)

From the correlation functions of fluctuating energies, we computed
the lineshape functions 10.11, which were then used to calculate the linear

absorption and 2D rhoton echo spectra generated in the direction
k[ = -k1 + kz + kj . Here k1, kz and k3 are the wavevectors of three
time ordered incident fields,separated by time intervals tl and tz while t3
is the time interval between the third incident field k3 and the signal
field. The impulsive, time gated, homodyne signal is I S(W3, tz, wd 12

with S(W3,t2,WI) =JIexp(-i(Wltl +W3t3)) R(t3,tz,td. R is the
third order non-linear response function 10 represented by the feyn
man diagrams shown in Fig lb.

We have calculated the linewidth for two models: with (A) and
without (B) interactions between the primary and secondary coordi
nates. Fig. 2 shows normalized linear absorption spectra for the
amide-I region (1600-1900 em-I). The calculated peak position
(l750 em-i) and linewidrh (FWHNI -1--1-cm-1 [or model A) (or
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Fig 2. Nonnalized linear absorption spectra in the amide-I region."
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the amide- I band, are in good agreement with experiment4 (peak;p'o

sition rv 1700 cm-I and FWHM rv 50 cm-I). The lineara~~~fp
tion spectra for the two models are very similar (the linewigthsare
44 cm-1 and 41 cm-1 for models A and B respectively). ".(

Figs_3a and 3b show the simulated 2D photon echo, (I S(w3,t2,01112)
in the amide-I region for models A and B respectively. Unlike~hew.ear
absorption these plots show clear differences. The linewidths along the W3

axis are narrower for model A. The (E2, ErE2) peak, arising fi-olll t4e.path

way involving GS -+ CO (as) transition during the first time il1t§ryaltt
and CO (as) -+ 2CO (as)during the third time interval t3, can be reSolved
fi-om the dominant peak at (E2, E6-E2) which arises fi-om the pathy.,:l.Yin

volving GS -+ CO (as) transition during t1 and CO (as)-+ 2CQ(s}~lir
ing t3. The effect of intramolecular modes is stronger on the G()Qver
tones, which are more clearly resolved in nonlinear spectra. There are
16 peaks in the 2D plot and even small changes in lineshapeS.V\TiJ!!lead
to large changes in the signal due to interference effects. In contras(tl}ere
are only three CO overtone peaks in the linear spectra and thist6gether
with the weak strengths of the ground-2CO transitions makes itdifijc;ult
to observe the effect of anharmonicities in the linear absorption. The1iI1ear
absorption for the CO overtone (Fig. 4) is dominated by the combination
band and a single unresolved peak (FWHM 78 em-I for model A) appears
at 3490 cm-1. The 2D signal, on the other hand, is dominated bytcirJ.si
tions to the antisymmetric overtone (CO (as) -+ 2CO (as))andsinaller "
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contributions ITom transitions to the symmetric overtone (CO (as) ---+

2CO (s)).Thus, by highlighting different overtone transitionsthan shown
in the linear absorption, the 2D signalprovides a more sensitiveprobe of
changes in lineshapes.

Figs. 3 and 4 show that the effect of intramolecular interactions is
greater for the overtones than the fundamentals (the linewidth in
creases from 78 cm-1 for model A to 87 cm-1 for model B in
Fig. 4) suggesting that fluctuations in anharmonicities are more sensi
tive to intramolecular interactions.
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Fig. 3. 2Dphoton echo (-kl +k2+ k3) spectra for t2 = 0 for (a) Model A and (b) Model B.
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Fig. 4. Nonnalized linear absorption spectra in the CO overtone region.
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In conclusion, our simulated photon echo signals from the cyclic

dipeptide DABCODO in DMSO carry signatures of intramolecular

interactions which are absent in the linear absorption. We found that
the fluctuations of the anham10nicities are more sensitive to intramo
lecular interactions than those of the fundamentals.
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